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Let p be an odd prime and let G be an elementary p-group. In other words let
G be a direct product of groups of order p. Further let B, A , . . . , A be subsets of1 n
< < 2 < < < <G such that B s p , A s ??? s A s p, and each of A , . . . , A differs from1 n 1 n
a subgroup of order p of G in at most one element. If the product BA ??? A is1 n
direct and is equal to G, then at least one of the factors B, A , . . . , A must be1 n
periodic. A subset of G is periodic if it is a direct product of a subset and a proper
subgroup of G. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite abelian group written multiplicatively with identity
element e. Let A , . . . , A be subsets of G. We call the product A ??? A1 n 1 n
a factorization of G if it is direct and is equal to G. The equation
G s A ??? A is also called a factorization of G. We can recast this1 n
definition in the following equivalent form. The product A ??? A is a1 n
factorization of G if each g in G is uniquely expressible in the form
g s a ??? a , a g A , . . . , a g A .1 n 1 1 n n
Yet another equivalent formulation is the following. The equation G s A1
< < < < < < < <??? A is a factorization of G if G s A ??? A holds. Here A denotesn 1 n
< <the cardinality of the subset A of G. We also use the notation a to
denote the order of the element a of G.
The subset A of G is defined to be periodic if there is an element
 4g g G _ e such that gA s A. Such an element g is called a period of A.
All the periods of A together with the identity element e form a subgroup
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H of G. In fact A is a union of cosets modulo H. Therefore A is a direct
product HD, where D is a set of representatives of A modulo H. It is
clear that D is not necessarily defined uniquely.
In addition to periodic subsets, two other types of subsets will be
mentioned in this introduction. The subset A of G is called cyclic if it
consists of the elements
e, a, a2 , . . . , ary1.
< <In order to avoid trivial cases we will assume that r G 2 and a G r. If
< <  :a s r, then the cyclic subset A is equal to the cyclic subgroup a . If
< <  :a ) r, then A consists of the ``first'' r elements of a . The subset A of
G is called simulated if there is a subgroup H of G such that
< < < < < < < <A s H G 3 and A l H G A y 1.
Loosely speaking a simulated subset differs from a subgroup in at most
< < < <one element. In our case H s A will be an odd prime p. In this special
case we can write H and A in the forms
 2 py14  2 py2 py1 4H s e, h , h , . . . , h and A s e, h , h , . . . , h , h d ,
where d g G. If d s e, then the simulated subset A is equal to the
subgroup H. If d / e, then A differs from the subgroup H in one element
py1 w xh d. A. D. Sands 3 proposed the next problem. Let G s BA ??? A be1 n
< <a factorization of the finite cyclic group G, where B is a product of two
< <primes and A is a prime for each i, 1 F i F n. Does it follow that one ofi
w xthe factors B, A , . . . , A is periodic? K. Corradi and S. Szabo 1 an-Â Â1 n
swered this question in the affirmative. It turned out that the problem is
equivalent to the special case when the A 's are either cyclic or simulatedi
independently of each other. We might wonder whether this holds for each
finite abelian group not only for cyclic ones. We spell out this problem
explicitly. Let G s BA ??? A be a factorization of the finite abelian1 n
< <group G, where each A is either cyclic or simulated and B is a producti
< <of two primes, the A are primes. Does it follow that at least one of thei
factors B, A , . . . , A is periodic?1 n
The main result of this paper answers this question in a particular case.
Namely, let G be an elementary p-group, where p is an odd prime. If
< < 2 < < < <G s BA ??? A is factorization of G, where B s p , A s ??? s A1 n 1 n
s p, and A is simulated for each i, 1 F i F n, then at least one of thei
factors B, A , . . . , A must be periodic.1 n
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2. PRELIMINARIES
If A and A9 are subsets of G such that for every subset B of G, if
G s AB is a factorization of G, then G s A9B is also a factorization G,
then we shall say that A is replaceable by A9.
LEMMA 1. If G s BA is a factorization of the finite abelian group G,
 2 py2 py1 4where A s e, h, h , . . . , h , h d is a simulated subset and H s
 2 py14e, h, h , . . . , h is the corresponding subgroup, then B s Bd and A can be
replaced by
 2 iy1 i j iq1 py14A9 s e, h , h , . . . , h , h d , h , . . . , h
for each integer j and for each i, 1 F i F p y 1.
Proof. The factorization G s BA is equivalent to stating that the sets
Be, Bh , Bh2 , . . . , Bh py2 , Bh py1d 1 .
form a partition of G. As Bhi l B s B for each i, 1 F i F p y 2, it
follows that Bh py1 l Bhi s B for each i, 1 F i F p y 2. Since B l Bh s
B, we get Bh py1 l B s B. Hence the sets
Be, Bh , Bh2 , . . . , Bh py2 , Bh py1 2 .
form a partition of G. Multiplying the factorization G s BA by h we get
 .the factorization G s Gh s B hA and that the sets
Bh , Bh2 , . . . , Bh py1 , Bd 3 .
form a partition of G. From this we can read that Bd l Bhi s B for each
i, 1 F i F p y 1. As B l Bh py1 s B, it follows that Bd l Bh py1d s B.
 .  . 2Comparing partitions 1 and 3 we get Bd s B. This leads to Bd s Bd
j  .s B and in general Bd s B for each integer j. In partition 2 we can
replace Bhi by Bd jhi. Consequently, G s BA9 is a factorization of G.
This completes the proof.
COROLLARY 1. If d / e, then B is periodic with period d. If j s 0, then
A9 s H and so A can be replaced by H.
We call the subset A of G normed if e g A. If e g A l ??? l A , then1 n
we call the factorization G s A ??? A normed. Let a g A , . . . , a g A .1 n 1 n n n
 .y1Multiplying the factorization G s A ??? A by a ??? a to get the1 n 1 n
 .y1  y1 .  y1 .factorization G s a ??? a G s a A ??? a A . This new factor-1 n 1 1 n n
ization is normed and if one of the new factors is periodic so is one of the
original factors. Thus when we prove the main result of the paper we may
restrict our attention to normed factorizations.
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w xL. Redei 2 proved that if G s A ??? A is a normed factorization ofÂ 1 n
< <the finite abelian group G, where each A is a prime, then one of thei
factors is a subgroup of G. We will use this result later and we refer to it
as Redei's theorem.Â
3. THE RESULT
If G is the direct product of its subgroups H , . . . , H , then each g in G1 n
is uniquely expressible in the form
g s h ??? h , h g H , . . . , h g H .1 n 1 1 n n
We call the element h the H -part of the element g.i i
THEOREM 1. Let G be a direct product of cyclic groups of order p, where p
< < 2is an odd prime. Let G s BA ??? A be a factorization of G, where B s p ,1 n
< < < <A s ??? s A s p, and A is simulated for each i, 1 F i F n. Then at1 n i
least one of the factors B, A , . . . , A must be periodic.1 n
Proof. For easier reference we divide the proof into 9 smaller parts.
 . < < nq21 Obviously G s p and let
A s e, h , h2 , . . . , h py2 , h py1d , 1 F i F n , 4i i i i i i
 2 py14where H s e, h , h , . . . , h is the subgroup corresponding to thei i i i
factor A . If d s e for some i, 1 F i F n, then A s H and so there isi i i i
nothing to prove. We may assume that d / e for each i, 1 F i F n. Ini
addition we assume that B is normed. If A is periodic, then since A isi i
< <normed and A s p it follows that A is a subgroup of G. As p G 3, wei i
 . py1 py1get that h g A l H and so A s H . Consequently, h d s h .i i i i i i i i
Therefore d s e.i
 .2 If the theorem holds then B is periodic with period d for somei
i, 1 F i F n. Indeed, as B is periodic, B s HA , where H is a subgroup,0
< < < <A is a normed subset of G, and H s A s p. From the factorization0 0
G s BA ??? A we get the factorization G s A A ??? A of the factor1 n 0 1 n
group G s GrH, where
 4A s A H rH s a H : a g A . .i i i i i
By Redei's theorem it follows that one of the factors, say A , is a subgroupÂ i
of G. Now HA s K is a subgroup of G. Considering the factor groupi
GrK we get that there is a factor, say A , such that HA A s L isj i j
a subgroup of G. If i / 0, then Lemma 1 and HA s K imply that Hi
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is periodic with period d . Hence B is periodic with period d . If i s 0,i i
 .then Lemma 1 and HA A s L imply that HA s B is periodic withi j i
period d .j
 .3 In the factorization G s BA ??? A replace A by H for each i,1 n i i
1 F i F n to get the factorization G s BH ??? H . From this it follows1 n
that the product H ??? H is direct. Let H s H ??? H and let N s1 n 1 n
 : n < < nq2 n < <H, d , . . . , d . Clearly p F N F p . If p s N , then d , . . . , d g1 n 1 n
H. Now H s A ??? A is a factorization of H and so by Redei's theoremÂ1 n
one of A , . . . , A is a subgroup of H and so of G. This is a contradiction.1 n
nq1 < < nq2 nq1 < <We may assume that p F N F p . When p s N we may
nq1 < : <  :assume that p s H, d and d , . . . , d g H, d since this is only a1 2 n 1
< < nq2matter of indexing the factors A , . . . , A . Similarly when N s p we1 n
< : < nq2  :may assume that H, d , d s p and d , . . . , d g H, d , d . In the1 2 3 n 1 2
remaining part of the proof we distinguish two cases.
 . nq1 < : <  :Case i . p s H, d and d , . . . , d g H, d .1 2 n 1
 . < : < nq2  :Case ii . H, d , d s p and d , . . . , d g H, d , d .1 2 3 n 1 2
As G is an elementary p-group, there is a subgroup M of G such that G
 .is the direct product of H and M. Let x , x be a basis of M. In Case i1 2
 .we may choose x to be d . In Case ii we may choose x , x to be d , d ,1 1 1 2 1 2
respectively. From the factorization G s BH it follows that B is a com-
plete set of representatives modulo H. The elements of B are
x 0 x 0 w x 0 x1 w ??? x 0 x py1 w1 2 0, 0 1 2 0, 1 1 2 0, py1
1 0 1 1 1 py1x x w x x w ??? x x w1 2 1, 0 1 2 1, 1 1 2 1, py1
4 .. . . .. . . .. . . .
py1 0 py1 1 py1 py1x x w x x w ??? x x w .1 2 py1, 0 1 2 py1, 1 1 2 py1, py1
Here w g H s H ??? H and w s e as B is normed.i, j 1 n 0, 0
 .4 In the n s 1 case B is periodic with period d by Lemma 1. So1
we assume that n G 2 and use an induction on n. Let
a 1 , . . . , a r , b 1 , . . . , b s .  .  .  .
be a permutation of the indices 1, 2, . . . , n. In the factorization
G s BA ??? A s BA ??? A A ??? A1 n a 1. a  r . b 1. b  s.
replace A , . . . , A by H , . . . , H , respectively, to get the factor-b 1. b  s. b 1. b  s.
ization
G s BA ??? A H ??? H .a 1. a  r . b 1. b  s.
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Let K s H ??? H . The factorization G s BA ??? A K leads tob 1. b  s. a 1. a  r .
the factorization G s BAa1. ??? A of the factor group G s GrK, wherea  r .
 4A s AK rK s aK : a g A .
for any subset A of G. By the inductive assumption one of the factors is
 .periodic. If A is periodic, then by part 1 it follows that d g K. If Ba  i. a  i.
 .is periodic, then by part 2 it is periodic with period d K for some i,a  i.
1 F i F r. Delete the K-parts of the elements of B and let B* be the
resulting subset of G. Delete the K-part of d and let dU be thea  i. a  i.
resulting element of G. We can see that B* is periodic with period dU .a  i.
We will refer to the above argument saying that the factorization
G s BA ??? A H ??? Ha 1. a  r . b 1. b  s.
implies that B* is periodic with period dU or d g K for some i,a  i. a  i.
1 F i F r.
 .  .5 First we settle case i . We claim that in this case there is a
permutation
a 1 , . . . , a r , b 1 , . . . , b s .  .  .  .
 .of the indices 1, 2, . . . , n such that a 1 s 1 and the elements of B are
x 0 x 0 u w0 ¨ x 0 x1 u w0 ¨ ??? x 0 x py1u w0 ¨1 2 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 py1 py1 py1
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 py1 1x x u w ¨ x x u w ¨ ??? x x u w ¨1 2 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 py1 py1 py1
. . . .. . . .. . . .
py1 0 py1 py1 1 py1 py1 py1 py1x x u w ¨ x x u w ¨ ??? x x u w ¨ .1 2 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 py1 py1 py1
Here
u g H ??? H , ¨ , w g H ??? Hj a 1. a  r . j j b 1. b  s.
and u s ¨ s w s e as B is normed. Further0 0 0
d s x , d s h , . . . , d s h .a 1. 1 a 2. a 1. a  r . a  ry1.
In other words B is the union of the disjoint cosets
 : jx w x u ¨ , 0 F j F p y 1. .1 j 2 j j
The factorization G s BA H ??? H gives that B* is periodic with1 2 n
period dU s xU s x or d s x g K s H ??? H . Since the latter one is1 1 1 1 1 2 n
impossible, B* is periodic with period x . Therefore the H -parts of the1 1
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elements
w , w , . . . , w0, j 1, j py1, j
 .in 4 are equal for each j, 0 F j F p y 1. Let u , u , . . . , u be these0 1 py1
common H -parts, respectively. Now the elements of B are1
x 0 x 0 u w x 0 x1 u w ??? x 0 x py1u w1 2 0 0, 0 1 2 1 0, 1 1 2 py1 0, py1
1 0 1 1 1 py1x x u w x x u w ??? x x u w1 2 0 1, 0 1 2 1 1, 1 1 2 py1 1, py1
5 .. . . .. . . .. . . .
py1 0 py1 1 py1 py1x x u w x x u w ??? x x u w .1 2 0 py1, 0 1 2 1 py1, 1 1 2 py1 py1, py1
Here u g H , w g H ??? H and u s w s e as B is normed.j 1 i, j 2 n 0 0, 0
 j .y1From the factorization G s BA ??? A by multiplying by x u w1 n 2 j 0, j
we get the factorization
y1jG s B x u w A ??? A .2 j 0, j 1 n
for each j, 0 F j F p y 1. Restricting the factorization G s
w  j .y1 x  :B x u w A ??? A to the subgroup L s x , H , . . . , H we get2 j 0, j 1 n 1 1 n
w  j .y1 x .the factorization L s B x u w l L A ??? A . This is a normed2 j 0, j 1 n
<w  j .y1 x < < <factorization. In addition B x u w l L s p and each A is equal2 j 0, j i
to p. By Redei's theorem at least one of the factors is a subgroup of L.Â
w  j .y1 xSince none of A , . . . , A is a subgroup, B x u w l L is a sub-1 n 2 j 0, j
w  j .y1 x  y1:group of L. Obviously, B x u w l L s x w w . After intro-2 j 0, j 1 1, j 0, j
ducing the w s w wy1 and ¨ s w notations, B is in the requiredj 1, j 0, j j 0, j
 .  .  .form with r s 1, s s n y 1, a 1 s 1, b 1 s 2, . . . , b s s n.
 .6 If r s n, then ¨ s w s e for each j, 0 F j F p y 1 and so B isj j
periodic with period x . We will show that if r - n, then B is periodic or r1
can be increased.
Now s G 1. From the factorization
G s BA ??? A H A ??? Aa 1. a  ry1. a  r . b 1. b  s.
it follows that B* is periodic with period dU or dU or d g H ora  i. b  j. a  i. a  r .
d g H for some i, j, 1 F i F r y 1, 1 F j F s.b  j. a  r .
Assume first that B* is periodic with period d*, where d* is dU ora  i.
dU . Delete the H -part of u and let uU be the resulting element.b  j. a  r . j j
Notice that B* is a union of the cosets
 : j Ux w x u ¨ , 0 F j F p y 1. .1 j 2 j j
 :The x -part of d* is e. From B*d* s B* it follows that2
 : j U  : j Ux w x u ¨ d* s x w x u ¨ , 0 F j F p y 1. .  .1 j 2 j j 1 j 2 j j
This gives that B is periodic with period d*.
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 4Since d g x , h , . . . , h , the d g H possibility is ex-a  i. 1 a 1. a  ry2. a  i. a  r .
cluded. Thus by relabeling we may assume that d g H . By Lemma 1b  s. a  r .
 .  .we may assume that d s h . Setting a r q 1 s b s increases r andb  s. a  r .
decreases s.
From the factorization
G s BA ??? A A H ??? Ha 1. a  r . a  rq1. b 1. b  sy1.
it follows that B* is periodic with period dU or d g K s H ???a  i. a  i. b 1.
 4H for some i, 1 F i F r q 1. Since d g x , h , . . . , h , itb  sy1. a  i. 1 a 1. a  r .
follows that d f K and so B* is periodic with period x . This gives thata  i. 1
 .the H ??? H -parts of the elementsa 1. a  rq1.
w , w , . . . , w0, j 1, j py1, j
 .in 5 are equal for each j, 0 F j F p y 1. Thus the elements of B are in
 .form 5 , with
u g H ??? H , w g H ??? H .j a 1. a  rq1. i , j b 1. b  sy1.
w  j .y1 xFinally, restricting the factorization G s B x u w A ??? A to the2 j 0, j 1 n
 :subgroup L s x , H , . . . , H we can see that B is in the required form1 1 n
with an increased value of r.
 .  .7 In the remaining parts we assume that Case ii holds. We claim
that there is a permutation
a 1 , . . . , a r , b 1 , . . . , b s , g 1 , . . . , g t .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .of the indices 1, 2, . . . , n such that a 1 s 1, b 1 s 2, and the elements of
B are
x0 x0u ¨ w x0 x1 u ¨ w ??? x0 x py1u ¨ w1 2 0 0 0, 0 1 2 1 0 0, 1 1 2 py1 0 0, py1
1 0 1 1 1 py1x x u ¨ w x x u ¨ w ??? x x u ¨ w1 2 0 1 1, 0 1 2 1 1 1, 1 1 2 py1 1 1, py1
. . . .. . . .. . . .
py1 0 py1 1 py1 py1x x u ¨ w x x u ¨ w ??? x x u ¨ w .1 2 0 py1 py1, 0 1 2 1 py1 py1, 1 1 2 py1 py1 py1, py1
6 .
Here
u g H , ¨ g H , w g H ??? Hj a  r . i b  s. i , j g 1. g  t .
and u s ¨ s w s e as B is normed. Further0 0 0, 0
d s x , d s h , . . . , d s h ,a 1. 1 a 2. a 1. a  r . a  ry1.
d s x , d s h , . . . , d s h .b 1. 2 b 2. b 1. b  s. b  sy1.
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The factorization G s BA H ??? H gives that B* is periodic with1 2 n
period dU s xU s x or d s x g K s H ??? H . Since the latter one is a1 1 1 1 1 2 n
contradiction, B* is periodic with period x . From this it follows that the1
H -parts of the elements1
w , w , . . . , w0, j 1, j py1, j
 .in 4 are equal for each j, 0 F j F p y 1. Let u , u , . . . , u be these0 1 py1
common values, respectively. Similarly the factorization G s BH A H1 2 3
??? H gives that the H -parts of the elementsn 2
w , w , . . . , wi , 0 i , 1 i , py1
 .in 4 are equal for each i, 0 F i F p y 1. Let ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ be these0 1 py1
common values. This establishes our claim with r s 1, s s 1, t s n y 2
 .  .  .  .and a 1 s 1, b 1 s 2, g 1 s 3, . . . , g n y 2 s n.
 .8 Next we show that if r q s s n, then B is periodic. Now t s 0
and so w s e for each i, j, 0 F i, j F p y 1. Ifi, j
e s u s u s ??? s u ,0 1 py1
then B is periodic with period x . So we may assume that u / e for some2 j
j, say u s hk , 1 F k F p y 1. Ifj a  r .
e s ¨ s ¨ s ??? s ¨ ,0 1 py1
then B is periodic with period x . So we may assume that ¨ / e for some1 i
i, say ¨ s hm , 1 F m F p y 1. By Lemma 1, in the factorizationi b  s.
G s BA ??? A s BA ??? A A ??? A1 n a 1. a  r . b 1. b  s.
A , . . . , A , A , . . . , A can be replaced by AX , . . . , AX ,a 1. a  r . b 1. b  s. a 1. a  r .
AX , . . . , AX such thatb 1. b  s.
h py1dyi s h py1 xyi g AX ,a 1. a 1. a 1. 1 a 1.
Xpy1 py1h d s h h g A ,a 2. a 2. a 2. a 1. a 2.
...
Xpy1 py1h d s h h g A ,a  ry1. a  ry1. a  ry1. a  ry2. a  ry1.
Xpyk pykh d s h h g A ,a  r . a  r . a  r . a  ry1. a  r .
h py1dyj s h py1 xyj g AX ,b 1. b 1. b 1. 2 b 1.
Xpy1 py1h d s h h g A ,b 2. b 2. b 2. b 1. b 2.
...
Xpy1 py1h d s h h g A ,b  sy1. b  sy1. b  sy1. b  sy2. b  sy1.
Xpym pymh d s h h g A .b  s. b  s. b  s. b  sy1. b  s.
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Now the equation
x i x j hk hm .1 2 a  r . b  s.^ ` _
g B
h py1 xyi h py1h ??? h py1 h h pykh .  .  .  .a 1. 1 a 2. a 1. a  ry1. a  ry2. a  r . a  ry1.^ ` _^ ` _ ^ ` _^ ` _
X X X Xg A g A g A g Aa 1. a 2. a  ry1. a  r .
h py1 xyj h py1h ??? h py1 h h pymh s e . .  .  .b 1. 2 b 2. b 1. b  sy1. b  sy2. b  s. b  sy1.^ ` _^ ` _ ^ ` _^ ` _
X X X X .g A g A 2 g A g Ab 1. b b  sy1. b  s.
contradicts the factorization G s BAX ??? AX AX ??? AX . Thisa 1. a  r . b 1. b  s.
proves that B is periodic.
 .9 Finally we claim that if r q s - n, then r q s can be increased.
Now t G 1. The factorization
G s BA ??? A A ??? A H ??? Ha 1. a  r . b 1. b  s. g 1. g  t .
gives that B* is periodic with period dU or dU or d g K ora  i. b  j. a  i.
d g K for some i, j, 1 F i F r, 1 F j F r, where K s H ??? H .b  j. g 1. g  t .
Since
d g x , h , . . . , h , d g x , h , . . . , h , 4  4a  i. 1 a 1. a  ry1. b  j. 2 b 1. b  sy1.
it follows that d f K and d f K and consequently B* is periodica  i. b  j.
and the period can only be one of
x , h , . . . , h , x , h , . . . , h .1 a 1. a  ry1. 2 b 1. b  sy1.
Note that B* cannot be periodic with a period h g H ??? H since the1 n
 :x , x -parts of the elements of B* are distinct. Therefore B* is periodic1 2
with period x or x . If B* is periodic with period x , then1 2 1
e s ¨ s ¨ s ??? s ¨0 1 py1
and so the H -parts are missing from B. If B* is periodic with period x ,b  s. 2
then
e s u s u s ??? s u0 1 py1
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and so the H -parts are missing from B. For the sake of definitenessa  r .
suppose that the H -parts are missing from B. The factorizationb  s.
G s BA ??? A A ??? A H A ??? Aa 1. a  r . b 1. b  sy1. b  s. g 1. g  t .
gives that B* is periodic or d g H or d g H or d g H .a  i. b  s. b  j. b  s. g k . b  s.
If B* is periodic, then B is periodic since B and B* are equal. Clearly
d g H and d g H are contradictions. Thus by relabeling wea  i. b  s. b  j. b  s.
may assume that d g H . Using Lemma 1 we may assume thatg  t . b  s.
 .  .d s h . We can decrease t and increase s by setting b s q 1 s g t .g  t . b  s.
In the known way from the factorization
G s BH A ??? A A ??? A A H ??? Ha 1. a 2. a  r . b 1. b  s. b  sq1. g 1. g  ty1.
it follows that B* is periodic with period x . Consequently the H -parts2 b  sq1.
of the elements
w , w , . . . , wi , 0 i , 1 i , py1
 .in 6 are equal for each i, 0 F i F p y 1. Denoting these common
H -parts by ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ , respectively, we can see that B is in theb  sq1. 0 1 py1
required form with an increased value of s.
This completes the proof.
4. EXAMPLES
We exhibit two examples to illustrate that the conditions of Theorem 1
cannot be removed in general.
 :  :  : < <Let p be a prime p G 5 and G s x = x = x , where x s1 2 3 1
< < < <x s x s p. Define B and A by2 3 1
 :  : 2 : py1 :B s x j x x j x x j ??? j x x ,1 3 2 3 2 3 2
2 py3 py2 py1 py1 py2A s e, x x , x x , . . . , x x , x x , x x . .  . 41 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
In order to verify that G s BA is a factorization note that1
 :  :  :x A s x A s x , x .1 1 2 1 1 2
Using these we have
 :  : py1 :BA s x A j x x A j ??? j x x A1 1 1 3 2 1 3 2 1
 :  : py1 :s x , x j x x , x j ??? j x x , x1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2
 :s x , x , x s G.1 2 3
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Since A is not a subgroup of G it cannot be periodic. The subset B is not1
periodic since it is a union of disjoint periodic subsets which have no
period in common. This example shows that from Theorem 1 we cannot
drop the condition that A , . . . , A are simulated subsets.1 n
 :  : < <Let p be a prime p G 3 and G s x = ??? = x , where x s ???1 5 1
< <s x s p. Set5
T s e, x , x 2 , . . . , x py2 , x py1 x , 40 3 3 3 3 4
T s e, x , x 2 , . . . , x py2 , x py1 x , 41 2 2 2 2 5
 :T s ??? s T s x .2 py1 2
Now we define B, A , A by1 2
 :  : 2  : py1  :B s T x j x T x j x T x j ??? j x T x ,0 2 1 1 3 1 2 3 1 py1 3
A s e, x , x 2 , . . . , x py2 , x py1 x , 41 4 4 4 4 2
A s e, x , x 2 , . . . , x py2 , x py1 x . 42 5 5 5 5 3
We claim that G s BA A is a factorization of G. In order to verify this1 2
first we show that
 :  :  :  :T x A A s T x A A s ??? s T x A A s x , x , x , x .0 2 1 2 1 3 1 2 py1 3 1 2 2 3 4 5
Indeed,
 :  :  :  :T x A A s T x , x A s x , x , x A s x , x , x , x ,0 2 1 2 0 2 4 2 2 3 4 2 2 3 4 5
and
 :  :  :  :T x A A s T x , x A s x , x , x A s x , x , x , x .1 3 2 1 1 3 5 1 2 3 5 1 2 3 4 5
The remaining cases can be verified in a similar way. Now
 :  : 2  : py1  :BA A s T x j x T x j x T x j ??? j x T x A A .1 2 0 2 1 1 3 1 2 3 1 py1 3 1 2
 :  : 2  :s T x A A j x T x A A j x T x A A0 2 1 2 1 1 3 1 2 1 2 3 1 2
py1  :j ??? j x T x A A1 py1 3 1 2
2 py1  :  :s e, x , x , . . . , x x , x , x , x s x , x , x , x , x s G. 41 1 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
Since A , A are not subgroups of G they cannot be periodic. The subset1 2
B is not periodic since it is a union of disjoint periodic subsets which have
no period in common. This example shows that in Theorem 1 we cannot
< < 2 < < 3replace the condition B s p by B s p .
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